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e-centre



ENERGY  [energy as potency]
Energy is entropy. Activation of forces and efforts. Vehiclisation of (new) bits of information. Of interest are 
those processes, phenomena or situations capable of producing - or introducing - positive energy within the 
system. Energy as open - non disciplined - (re) information rather than as linear progress. Energy as 
catalysation (and fuelling) of potentials. 
Actions or constructions, manifestations of trajectories. Impulses: stimuli and triggers.
Always reactivations - and propolsions - of the enviroment. 

The Metapolis dictionary of advanced architecture - Manuel Gausa



URBAN CONTEXT
relation definition 
no scale



INMEDIATE CONTEXT
neighbour and negotiation



CLIMATE
SUN STUDY



CLIMATE
WIND STUDY
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geo logics*
building morphology
geo-enviroment







geoGRAPHY

Sun environment | 
Physical & Social interaction

FORM EXPLORATION >
biomimesis - growth  concept

LOGIC

Phototropism > 
growth of organisms in response 
to light

FORM MORPHING > response
to enviroment

STRUCTURE

Integrated system based on 
Photosynthesis 

How organisims harvest and 
optimizes ENERGY

geoMETRY

Cellular pattern for leaf structure

integrate enviroment > FORM & 
INTERACTION



geography
form exploration
BIOMIMESIS



logic
direct radiation diagrams
Parametric Aproach



logic
direct radiation diagrams
Parametric Aproach



SUN

interactive 
component 

definition

material & 
structure 

ecosystem

e-centre

ENERGY
HARVESTING

building 
form

SOLAR

THERMAL 

sun path
mapped in surface

maximize
daylight

minimize
heat gain

CLIMATE





ENERGY HARVESTING
DATA COLLECTION
Parametric Aproach



eCentre
building architecture
geo-enviroment



VIEW POINT
+ 16 meters

e Laboratory
+ 8 meters

multi sport field
- 10 meters

exhibition
+ 12 meters

co-creation
+ 2 meters

public space
- 4 meters

main programme
eCENTRE

reception
+ 0 meters

administration
+ 4 meters

e Gym
- 4 meters



floor plan +2
exhibition 



floor plan -1
SPORT CENTRE



cross section
relation public/private space



logitudinal section



energy
building ecosystem
geo-enviroment



windbelt
harvest component

energy production
eCENTRE

floor piezo
harvest component

thermo electric
harvest component

pv panel
harvest component



STRUCTURE
eCENTRE

global structural scheme

ribs + lateral bracing

achieved when all components 

are in place

modules that are less than 10m

in length form a closed unit which 

unifies the rib components

modules incorporate temporary 

bracing where there is no 

permament slab

temporary bracing allows 

for stacking of full volume



STRUCTURal module
mass customization

embedded castellated 
steel beam

hollow core slab

glulam column
for cantilever slab support

glulam rib
stiffened Steel 
plate rib connector

smart window
climate info display

double facade frame

PV facade
component



geometry
build trough component

COMPONENT LIBRARY
structural and facade components are prefabricated off site each with a unique label for assembly

S001 C001 R001 CA001

SW001 F001 CP001

transport it!stack it!



geometry
eCENTRE

each component is sized to fit on a truck

individual components are transported to site

2628 cl
im

at
or

prefab pieces are assembled into
modules 2m wide x 4m tall

modules are stacked
temporary supports are removed 
when full rib is formed

how easy!



GEOMETRY
component mapping



GEOMETRY
component mapping



aquifierC W

summer climate concept

a geothermal heat pump pro-
duces fresh water that will be 
used for a cool ceiling system

underwind side

openable window opening 
allows air into occupied space

opening at slab level con-
trolled by BMS; based on 
wind pressure gradient

the pressure gradient draws 
air across the building 
through the slabs, this suc-
tion draws frash air through 
the spaces



aquifierC W

winter climate concept - single sided stack effect

openings at slab level allow air through hollowcore floor 
slab and into double facade cavity

some openings in the component are outlets for air flow

low sun heats facade, 
warms air in double 
facade cavity. warm 
air rises along facade.
stack effect in double 
facade draws air out 
of spaces

a geothermal heat pump pro-
duces hot water that will be 
used for a radiant heating 
floor system



energy objectives = PRODUCE + REDUCE use

PRODUCE

pv surface area = 1944m2 of comps.
embedded piezo = 2205m2  
windbelt = #372
thermoelectric  

reduce

natural ventilation
radiant heating and cooling
night cooling

co2 footprint (based on values from the inventory on carbon&energy)

concrete = 363000 m3
steel = 100 m3
wood = 0.6m3 per rib = 120m3



THE  eCENTRE experience !







a geothermal heat pump pro-
duces hot water that will be 
used for a radiant heating 
floor system
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